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IMPORTANT NOTES:

John Jarush
Hi members and friends,
Wow, is it hot! You walk outside and the air
is just so heavy, the humidity is incredible. It feels like
Florida out there, but with higher taxes. I can`t believe
it`s August already, the summers flying by. Another
street rod season will be history way too soon.
The Joey Logano Fundraiser at Aqua Turf
had good showing of club members and their cars. It
was a great evening, even with some rain. The auction
raised a lot of money for his charity and the club helped
out with their presence. The Glen Reilly show at Silver
th
City Raceway is on August 14 , Cars & Coffee on the
st
21 , Hot Rods 4 Heroes later that day at New Life
Church and Garage Nights too. NSRA Burlington VT is
in September, the club picnic, hey more food and
elections too. If you want to change things or just help
out the club, then run for office. Don`t just sit there and
talk about how things are being done, run for the board
and make a difference.
It won`t be long before another swap meet
is here too. Remember, if you can`t make your
obligations, get a hold of Bob and get your time in.
Everyone has to work the swap meets, and there are
plenty of other things that need to be done to make up
your hours. August is also when the members that are
short on their commitments will be notified. Anthony
will be going over the list with the members that are in
danger.
On the Legislative side, nothing to report at
this time, good news but there’s always next year. One
thing you can could count on is that DMV is still a mess,
some things never change. The 4 C`s had a special
meeting to discuss whether to have a car show next
year. They voted to give it one more shot, but with
some rules that they want the museum to change and
go by. So save the date for June 4, 2017.
Got to run, besides the power keeps going
out with a storm going by, what a pain to keep
rebooting this thing, so that’s it for this month.

BIRTHDAY LIST
The Birthday List I have has too many mistakes I will
bring it to every Regular Club Meeting please check
with Junie to see if your name is on the list and the date
is right. Thank you!
KIDS GAME
Any parent who wants to run the kid games at the club
picnic please let the Board or Junie know, Junie will give
you the kid games from Vermont to use.
HOT RODS 4 HEROES
Remember Hot Rods 4 Heroes is a club event and
members are asked to help work that show. Food Money
tickets will be handed out by Bette at the gate for those
who are working the show. See Pat for Jobs.
CLUB EVENTS
DATE TIME EVENT
Aug 13th
Aug 21st

10:00 -2 pm
2 pm

&

PLACE

Glen Reilly Memorial
Hot Rods 4 Hero’s

Silver City
New Life Church

WE HEAR!!!
We hear!!! Bette Dybick had a picnic at her house and
told Shirley Pat’s wife to bring a dish and that’s
exactly what she brought a dish an empty dish!!!
We hear!!! When Dennis goes over Armand’s house he
always brings home something he steals (I mean
needs!!!), only this time before he left Armand told
him if you took something you’ll be back.
Dennis said “I don’t think so!”
Armand said, “You will if you want your cell phone
back!!!”
We hear!!! This is a good lesson for the younger kids
still in school see what hpapens when
you don’t pay attention in grade
school or finish high school!!!
You spell like this!

OUR CONDOLENCES
Our condolence to Gloria Bubello our thoughts and prayers
go out to you and your family.

GET WELL
Get well to Charlie VanTassell our thoughts and
prayers go out to you and your family.
Get well to Sherry Perkowski our thoughts and
prayers go out to you and your family.
CONGRATULATIONS
Keep your wheels on the ground,
Congratulations to Paul Pawlowski who became our
And I`ll see you at the meeting,
John
newest club member!
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WOMEN PAY BACK......AND BLONDES TOO
JOKE SENT IN BY JERRY AUGUSTINE

A couple is lying in bed. The man says, ‘I am going to make
you the happiest woman in the world...' The woman replies,
'I'll miss you.......”
SEX AT 68 SENT IN BY ANTHONY PERRONE
I just took a leaflet out of my mailbox, informing me that I
can have sex at 68. I'm so happy, because I live at number
72. So it's not too far to walk home afterwards.
And it's the same side of the street. I don't even have to
cross the road!
~~~~~
Answering machine message, "I am not available right now,
but thank you for caring enough to call. I am making some
changes in my life. Please leave a message after the beep.
If I do not return your call, you are one of the changes."
~~~~~
My wife and I had words, but I didn't get to use mine.
~~~~~
Frustration is trying to find your glasses without your
glasses.
~~~~
Blessed are those who can give without remembering and
take without forgetting.
~~~~~
The irony of life is that, by the time you're old enough to
know your way around, you're not going anywhere.
~~~~~
God made man before woman so as to give him time
to think of an answer for her first question
~~~~~
I was always taught to respect my elders, but it keeps
getting harder to find one.
~~~~~
Every morning is the dawn of a new error.
~~~~~
The quote of the month is by Jay Leno:
"With hurricanes, tornados, fires out of control, mud slides,
flooding, severe thunderstorms tearing up the country from
one end to another, and with the threat of bird flu and
terrorist attacks, are we sure this is a good time to take God
out of the Pledge of Allegiance?"
~~~~~
Aspire to inspire before you expire.
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3/1/16 – For Sale – Brand new 1935 pair of Commercial
plates still in plastic container . . . . . . . . . . . . .$100 or OBO
Call Barry
203-666-7683
STUFF FOR SALE
If you have stuff to sell you can e-mail me at Junietoons@AOL.com
and please write in the subject box “Stuff for Sale”

8/1/16 FOR SALE TRUCK RACK by VANGUARD, fit
pickup with 6' 5" bed Ex. Cond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 400.00
Call Phil
860-563-1949
FREE FOR THE TAKING 1 or both 2- 8’- 6” x 8’- 6” x
40’ long Steel Storage containers
Call Vinnie at LABCO WELDING
960-632-2625
7/1/16 FOR SALE – 1955 Ford Fairlane Victoria 292 - V8,
2 speed automatic, six-volt, two barrel carb, with dual
exhaust, 4000 miles on the rebuilt motor all numbers match.
Great Sunday driver. Drive it away for $17,000 or OBO
Call Mark
203-206-4996
5/1/16 FOR SALE – For Sale...1947 ford convertible steel
body, Chevelle chassis, corvette grill, frenched Cordova
headlights, caddy taillights, 350 Chevy, B&M blower, twin
webber side draft carbs, VDO gauges, leccarra steering
wheel, 5" chopped top that works, grey interior, louvered
hood. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Asking $ 28,500 OBO

Call
207-284-3933
5/1/16 FOR SALE – 1955 Ford Fairlane Victoria 292- V8,
2 speed automatic. sixvolt two barrel carb with
dual exhaust, 4000 miles
on the rebuilt motor all
numbers match. Great
Sunday driver to drive it
away. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $17,000 or OBO
Call Mark
203-206-4996
4/1/16 FOR SALE – Steel Quonset Hut 30’x30’x14’ brand
new never put up cost $8,000 will sell for . . . . . . . . . $6,000
Call Ron
860-684-4282
3/1/16 – For Sale - 40 Ford Std. Coupe has no patch panels,
no rust. Options include the
following: Black PPG BC/CC,
Red and black leather interior,
Classic gauges, Vintage Air,
Walker Rad, 327 sbc 350 TH, 9
inch Curry, P & J front end with
split wishbones, Chevy P/S box,
Wheel
Vintique
wheels.
Powder coated ss caps, and trim rings, Flaming river
column, Ron Francis wiring, Newport wipers,
Drake boards, Juliano's wheel, Power seat. Asking $45,000
Car has less than 5000 miles since built.
Call Joe Troilo from PA.
610-268-2169

THANK YOU NOTES
CT Street Rod, Thank you very much for your generous
donation to the Wallingford Police Benevolent Association.
We just can’t thank you enough! Det. Shawn F. WPBA E.
Board
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Dear John, On behalf of St. Luke’s
Community Service I wish to thank you so very much for
your generous donation.
Every dollar that we receive from our Annual Appeal and
other funraising activies is used to maintain our
VETS4VETS program. Your donation helps us and our
volunteers to continue provide front line service that are
free to older adults and veterans that help them remain
independent and in the community. The services and social
outreach that our volunteers provide to older adults and
vetrans improves the quality of life of many. St. Luke’s
truly cannot continue to accomplish and sustain this without
generous donors like you. Best Wishes, Eric S, Rodka
CHEAP GAS IS IT WORTH IT
Putting the cheapest
gas in your car may be
helping your wallet,
but, according to the
AAA auto club, it's
not
helping
your
vehicle. Ever since
1996, all gasoline
must have some engine-cleaning additives, but a lot of
major companies put extra detergents. And it's paid off. In a
recent independent study, AAA found that gasoline with
fewer detergents left 19 times more deposits on engine
intake valves than top-tier fuels after 4,000 miles of driving.
According to AAA, carbon deposits can increase a car's
emissions, hurt performance, and reduce gas mileage. One
easy way to prevent carbon build-up in modern engines is to
use a top-tier fuel with an enhanced additive package. AAA
claims that there are at least eight automakers that currently
recommend drivers to use a top-tier fuel. These top-tier
fuels have additives that include corrosion inhibitors, metal
deactivators, antioxidants, and oxygenates.
With these kinds of additives, it shouldn't come as a surprise
to hear that gasoline’s with extra detergents cost an average
of three cents more than lower-tier fuel, claims AAA. That's
where the problem lies. In a survey conducted by AAA,
three-fourths of consumers purchase their gas based on
location or price. Only one out of eight consumers picked a
brand because the fuel has extra detergents in it. There's still
some hope, however.
AAA's director of automotive engineering, Greg Brannon,
states car owners can reverse some of the effects by
switching to a top-tier fuel for a few thousand miles. Next
time you fill up, look out for one of these gasoline retailers
to avoid a costly repair bill down the road.

STUFF YOU DIDN'T KNOW! SENT IN BY RAY LONG
It was the accepted practice in Babylon 4,000 years ago that
for a month after the wedding, the bride's father would
supply his son-in-law with all the mead he could drink.
Mead is a honey beer and because their calendar was lunar
based, this period was called the honey month, which we
know today as the honeymoon.
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BREAKFAST

7 DAYS A WEEK

LUNCH

CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Tom’s Place
“WHERE THE ELITE MEET TO EAT”

238-9029

55 MAIN STREET
SOUTH MERIDAN, CT.
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CAR SHOWS
Wednesday Aug 7th 49th Annual Belltown Vintage Motorcar
Meet Haddam Neck Fairgrounds 8 am to 3pm rain or shine.

THANK YOU NOTES
I would like to Thank CSRA for the Beautiful dish
garden that you sent to me along with the cards and
phone calls. The support meant a lot to me. I am
getting better every day. I am very grateful to be able
to say that I am a cancer survivor.
Thank You Gerri
This is what the club sent to Joyce Kenny
Instead of a fruit basket

DREAM RIDE EXPERIENCE
Reserve your tickets today by calling 203-260-5391

WOMEN PAY BACK......AND BLONDES TOO
JOKE SENT IN BY JERRY AUGUSTINE

Join us on August 26-28, 2016 for the Dream Ride
Experience! The dream ride Experience is more than
just an event it is a movement of making dreams come
true. The multi-day extravaganza that features a
motorcycle ride and rally, Dream Cruise, Dream Show,
Family fun Zone featuring carnival rides and games,
and so much more! All proceeds benefit a worthy cause,
Special Olympics. We hope to see you there!

Q: What do you call an intelligent, good looking, sensitive
man?
A: A rumor
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PETE TREATS
AS A PERSON AGES, the diameter of a hair shrinks
with age.
HUNDREDS OF BILLIONS of neurons carry electric
signals that control the body from the brain and the
spinal cord.
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The cars line up on the single-track course, and the
Board Game Review: ‘Hot Rod Creeps’ Customizable
competition begins.
Racing Game
On a player’s turn, they may:
Play a movement card from their hand
Flip the top card from their personal deck (their “tank”)
Flip the top card from the shared Nitro deck
Replenish their hand by drawing four cards
Certain movement cards have added special abilities,
while others can damage your vehicle. Players are
penalized for rounding corners too quickly or being
attacked by fellow players. When damage is taken, a
player discards their cards. If no cards are left to play,
the unfortunate player is forced to return to the nearest
pit stop. When landing on a pit stop, you’re able to
enhance your vehicle with special upgrades.

It might come as a shock, but not everyone
loves motorsports. For some, the smell of burnt rubber
and the roar of a engine appear more like a billboard
on wheels driving in circles. So when it comes to
convincing a non-racing fan to play a racing-themed
board game, it takes something unique to win them
over. Hot Rod Creeps, from Cryptozoic Entertainment,
is aimed at that demographic.
If you combined Wacky Races with Mario Kart and Rat
Fink, you’d get Hot Rod Creeps. This wild, competitive
racing game pits players against each other in a
chaotic rally of weaponized cartoon cars. Customize
your track, choose your team, and let the mayhem
begin!
Hot Rod Creeps Racing Board Game Review
Publisher: Cryptozoic Entertainment
Designer: Matt Hyra
Artist: Dirk Erik Schulz
Release: 2012
Box Dimensions: 12.1 x 12.1 x 2.9 inches
# of Players: 3-6 people
Ages: 15 or older
MSRP: $45.00
Category: Hand management/”take-that” racing
Play Time: 30-45 min
Website: https://www.cryptozoic.com/
Are You a Competitive Gamer? You’ll love the
brutal, audacious Thrash Car game!
How to Play
To win Hot Rod Creeps, simply be the first car to cross
the finish line. However, achieving victory isn’t that
easy. You’ll have to survive the attacks of your
competitors and make it through a course full of
dangerous obstacles (like the Flaming Ring of Fire).
Before the game begins, the track is built using
interlocking pieces to customize the difficulty and
experience on the track. Then, players choose a team
(Aliens, Battle Wizards, Monsters, Food Fight,
Rockabilly, or Underworld) and a personal deck of
movement cards.

Unboxing & Game Components Evaluation
Hot Rod Creeps includes:
6 team decks of 20 cards each
6 team mats
6 player tokens made of thick plastic
1 nitro deck of 20 cards
4 upgrade decks of 12 cards each
50+ various track tiles & decorative standees
Instruction booklet
The weakest element of Hot Rod Creeps is the
components. While the entire game has a carefullycrafted design appeal–made as an homage to Rat
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The News Wheel staff tries out ‘Hot Rod Creeps’
Fink artist Ed Roth–the components themselves are
Review of Playing Experience
generally lacking.
The News Wheel’s editorial team played Hot Rod
The solid plastic cubes with sticker decals are creative
Creeps and had a lot of fun with its aggressively
but hard to decipher from a distance. The ring of fire
competitive gameplay and wild artwork. Its colorful
and ramps leading up to it constantly fall over and
design caught everyone’s attention; though receiving
could use plastic stands. The film on the brand-new
mixed reactions, its appearance definitely stood out.
box already began peeling off.
It’s gritty, chaotic, kinetic, and detailed; each team is
The pieces themselves are sturdy and punch out
genuinely unique and not a faceless race car.
smoothly when assembling the track; the snapThere’s great interplay between the cards, deck
together tiles are a brilliant way to keep the track from
management, movement, and taking damage–
shifting around. The cards are well-designed and easy
especially losing cards from your deck due to damage.
to understand.
With plenty of turn options, you’ll never feel “stuck.”
Overall, you get quite a lot for your money–certain
This was also one of the few games we’ve actually
aspects just needed to be improved to perform how
used our upgrades in, as they normally are a
they were intended.
Headed on a Road Trip? Bring this fun scavenger
superfluous addition. You can legitimately affect the
progress of other players, which drew out everyone’s
hunt card game along for fun family memories
competitive sides. Because this leads to a lack of
long-term strategy, some players may become
disinterested, but it’s a fast game that plays in 30
minutes.

Review of Learning Experience
The hand-drawn, cartoon art on the cover of the
rulebook (matching the game box) makes it feel like a
comic book, and the introductory story on the first two
pages adds to that narrative feel.
For being primarily text with a couple diagrams, the
instructions are pretty easy to understand. The
wording is simple, casual, and never over-complicated
or technical. It’s thorough without being wordy and can
be comprehended with a single read-through of the
booklet. The directions also include plenty of example
scenarios too. Despite multiple elements involved,
they were fluidly integrated enough to quickly pick up
and teach to the group.
Blacktop Brutality! This hilariously morbid card game is all about making roadkill…

This game’s winning duo: Danny and Kyle
The track gets crowded with more than four players on
the track (since the entire track is single-lane), so
you’ll need to build the board in a way that reflects the
number of players. For most of our race, the track
was congested, so I’d recommend creating a long
track for fewer (3-4) players. It takes a while to build
the track–which takes up a lot of table space–so it’s
best to play more than once or multiple laps to avoid
feeling that more time was spent preparing for the
game than playing it.
Judging by the quality of the art, the uniqueness of the
design, and the overall feeling of bizarre mayhem, the
creators of Hot Rod Creeps were aiming high and just
needed a bit more refinement with final production to
make a truly excellent game. Apart from some issues
with the components and finding the right formula for a
balanced game, it’s still a blast to play.
There’s a lot of personality in Hot Rod Creeps–far
from being as bland as most sterile automotive racing
games are–and if you like that, you’ll be able to
overlook its flaws. It might be too unorthodox for
some–including its unpolished, cartoony design–but it
easily could be some people’s new favorite
game. Divisive, unusual, and different from the
norm,Hot Rod Creeps is the kooky racing
experience the
market
needs
with
all
those NASCAR and Formula
1 games
blurring
together.
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THE CLUBHOUSE REDONE FOR A SHOWER

Anthony and Maria Perrone’s their daughter Alison held her
shower at the clubhouse. Judy Van Blarcom and a few of
her neighbors did one hell of a job decorating the tables,
chairs and walls.
It took about three days to put up, but it only took one day
to take down.
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SATURDAY CERTAINLY PUT THE "HOT"
Discover Camry Inside & Out
IN HOT ROD
For Those Who Wish Bold

Car lovers parked their rides in South Bend for a
popular event.

COMPARE

Families were invited to stroll down Eddy Street for
Saturday's "Coffee and Cars" show.
The event featured dozens of classic cars lining the
streets and free activities for kids
.
Although, this year, there likely were more cold drinks
served than hot coffee, organizers say the show
typically brings out a number of kids and their parents
who enjoy taking a peek under the hood.
SEE PHOTOS

Kristin Blitch, marketing manager for Coffee and Cars
says, "It's a really interesting and fun community
event, so you get everybody from different
demographics and different ages.
So classic cars bring everybody out here. We've got the
best car enthusiast to people who just love cars, and
then they bring their kids because there's something for
everyone to do."

LEARN MORE

Powered by
But wait there's so much more as you stroll through
the endless array of tree-lined streets accented with
enough fairground-style eateries to make your head
spin, offering up everything you remember feasting on
as a kid. Sprinkle in a healthy dose of supercharged
big-blocks roaring as they pass by, burning race fuel,
and with enough chrome to make you wear shades,
you're starting to get the idea of the level of fun to be
had at this event. And it's not just hot rods and
customs either since you'll see plenty of muscle cars,
restos, trucks, and even the strangest one-off
creations rolling by.
Add in a healthy dose of hot live music sets across the
fairgrounds, endless rows of cool manufacturers to
check out, and a number of cool presentations to see,
including the Winfield Select Six vying for the Winfield
Award, Gasoline Alley, and the Tucci Hot Rods Pro
Pick area and you've literally landed in hot rod heaven.
Be sure to check out more at rightcoastcars.com.
Swoop

There were awards passed out for "Best in Show" and "Fan
Favorite" as well as a bounce house for kids.
PPG SYRACUSE NATIONALS
On the East Coast there are many number of great
rodding events but one of the largest, if not the largest,
and one of the all-around best is the PPG Syracuse
Nationals, celebrating its 17th in 2016. Dotting the
massive New York State Fairgrounds in a
kaleidoscope of color across over 365 acres it was
easy to get your adrenalin pumping with every style
imaginable on display for a three-day weekend. From
traditional to contemporary styles, with a shot of
everything else in between, it was total sensory
overload as Flathead-powered Deuces mingled with
cutting-edge stack-injected V-8s in '60s-era cars
coated in pearlescent vibe.
Compare Toyota® Camry
Compare Camry to Competitors
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